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invariably indicates a distinct horizon, we also find the casts of 
shells, rarely or never met with in the West of England, but which 
appear common in some parts of the Continent--e. g. species of 
Isoarca, a certain form of Opis, which latter occurs also in a portion 
of the Yorkshire Basin (V.). This bears 130 miles N. by W. from 
the reef at Upwaxe. The Corallian beds are grouped as a belt of rocks 
enclosing an oval tract of Kimmeridge Clay. There is more sym- 
metry here than in the south ; and the triple division of grit, lime- 
stone, and grit, though not absolutely true in all places, is fairly 
accurate ; most of the beds are better-developed, and the contrast 
between the Coral Rag and underlying Oolites is strongly marked. 
In  the Tabular Hills these Oolites constitute a double series, divided 
by a " Middle Calc Grit," a fact first indicated on stratigraphical 
grounds by Mr. Fox Strangways, and amply borne out by fossil 
contents. The shell beds of the Lower Limestones are, especially 
in their lower parts, charged with Brachiopoda and other forms of 
the Lower Calc Grit ; whilst the Upper Oolite, on which the Coral 
Rag reposes, contains a fax more varied fauna, tl~ough singularly 
destitute of Brachiopoda. The fauna of the Rag here, as elsewhere, 
inclines to Kimmeridgian types. 

As the object of the paper was t~) arrange facts rather than to 
propound theories, the conclusion was chiefly occupied in summing 
up and correlating. I t  was shown that, since the leading feature 
of the rock masses between the Oxford and Kimmeridge Clays is 
variety, a strict and rigid correlation is 81together impossible. Yet, 
in spite of great local differences, producing in many places a 
strangely contrasted facies, there are certain features which may be 
deemed fairly characteristic of the several divisions. The bank-like 
character of most of these beds was insisted upon. A table of com- 
parative sections, 14 in number, affording a generalized idea of the 
development, was exhibited, and the stratigraphieal verifications of 
many of these given, as sections drawn to scale, in the body of the 
paper. 

X X I I I .  Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 
NOTE ON MR. LODGE'S PAPER ~ ON A MECHAI~ICAL ILLUSTRATION 

OF THERMO-ELECTRIC PHENOMENA." BY PROF. M. AVENARIUS. 

T H E  'Philosophical Magazine' for 1876, No. 14, contains a 
treatise by Mr. Oliver J. Lodge, in which (p. 543) the author 

says that the electromotive force of a therme.element is expressed 
by the formula E~--y(01--02){#o--~(O, + 02) ~ . . . . .  (1) 

in which y represents a constant, 01 and 02 the temperatures of the 
junc~on-places, and Oo the temperature of the neutral points. He 
here remarks, " The law was originally given nearly in this shape 
by Avenarius ; but he omitted the two Thomson effects, and con- 
sequently his formula was erroneous" (here Mr. Lodge cites Pogg. 
Ann. vol. cxix. 1863). 

I n  the first place, the expression which I used respecting the 
electromotive force o£ a thermo-element is not approximately re- 
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presented by the form (1) ; but the equation (1) completely repre- 
sents the formula given by me*. If, therefore, Mr. Lodge consi- 
ders the equation (1) correct, I really cannot understand how mine 
can be erroneous. 

As to the point of view from which I tried to explain the 
origin of the empirical formula more than thirteen years ago, 
the latter, after the results of the experiments of Le Roux were 
added to those of Thomson, was subject to changes--a fact which 
I positively expressed in my paper, " E i n  Beitrag zur Theorie der 
ThermostrSme." 

In  1870 I first gave a theore~.,ical proof of the truth of my empi 
rical formula (equation 1 ) in  t h e ' R e p o r t s ' o f  the University of 
Kiew, and another in 1873, in Pogg. A~m vol. cxlix. I f  Mr. Lodge 
had been acquainted with these memoirs, he certainly would not 
have reproached me with not taking notice of Thomson's two effects. 

ON AN ARRANGEMENT FOR REPRODUCING~ WITH THE AID OF 
THE SIREN~ THE EXPERIMENT OF FOUCAULT (ARREST OF A 
ROTATING DISK UNDER THE ACTION OF AN ELECTRO]~IAGNET). 
RY M. BOURBOUZE. 
A well-known experiment of :Faraday consists in placing between 

the poles of a powerful electromagnet a cube of copper or silver 
suspended at the end of a strongly twisted string ; the cube, left 
to itself, having taken a movement of rapid rotation, if a current 
be thrown into the electromagnet, the cube stops almost instan- 
taneously. 

Foucault realized a similar effect on causing a copper disk to 
rotate between the poles of an electromagnet. The mechanism he 
employed to produce the rotation was that which had served him 
for putting his gyroscope in motion. 

The arrangement which I have adopted in order to repeat these 
experiments permits one to render sensible to a large audience the 
action of magnetism on a rotating disk. I fix, upon the axis of a 
siren, a disk of copper parallel to the movable plate, and rotating 
between the armatures of an electromagnet which may be carried 
by the siren itself. To set the siren in motion, I utilize the air- 
impelling apparatus which serves mefor  most of my acoustic ex- 
periments. The apparatus once started, and the sound produced 
being the sharper the greater the velocity of the rotation, the 
current is caused to pass into the electromagnet: the plate is 
arrested, and the sonnd, till then perceptible at a great distance, 
entirely ceases. 

I ask permission to give on this occasion some account of the 
apparatus which I substitute for the bellows usually employed to 
set the siren going. I t  consists of a reservoir of compressed air 
of 50 litres capacity, pu t  into communication with a pipe the 
extremity of which is very fine, and which penetrates the axis of 
a much larger conical tube. I n  the outer tube, as in the Bunsen 

* My fornmla is E=(T~-T~)(b+e(T~+T~)), whereby b = - T o  re- 
presents the temperature of the neutral points. 2e 
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